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The white Christian's lies
Lie No: 5

They preach to you that Jesus loves the bastards , but He scorns a Cananite (coloured)
woman.
Matthew 15:21-28 reveals an extremely racist behaviour of the New Testament Jesus towards a
Cananite woman who only wanted her daughter to be healed. He blatantly ignored her at first (verse 23). Only after she acknowledged and identified herself as a dog, He condescended to
speak to her. To further confirm whom the chosen one’s were He came for, Jesus says the
following in Matthews 15:24:
24: “But he (Jesus) answered and said, I am not sent but unto the lost sheep of the house of
Israel.”
This statement would be considered “highly racist” in today’s society, especially because the H
ouse of Israel
was
only white people
. In verse 26 He tells her to her face that it is not nice to take the bread from the children (white
Israelites) and cast it to dogs (coloured people)! In the following verse this poor coloured woman
had to be on her knees before Jesus, saying this:
27: “And she said, Truth, Lord: yet the dogs eat of the crumbs which fall from their masters’
table.”
What does He do?
No, no salvation from Jesus; only a “be it unto thee even as thou wilt”.
If this scene is read in conjunction with the statement of Jesus in Matthew 7:6 it would really
smack of super-racism according to the rules applied in the new democratic South Africa.
“Give not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither cast ye your pearls before swine, lest they
trample them under their feet, and turn again and rend you.”
Now knowing the true meaning of the word “holy” as “apart” , this verse suddenly becomes as
clear as daylight.
“Do not give anything of this religion to the non-white dogs.”
Why? Because they, the non-white dogs, obtain the RIGHT to kill the White man who dares
take that what is holy, like salvation, forgiveness and blessing to the dogs.
To summarise our Saviour’s words, non-whites like this coloured Cananite woman, can only be
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satisfied with the crumbs that fall from the White man’s table.
And crumbs is precisely what the Black man in Africa received from their white missionary
bosses. With their superior Scriptural knowledge, these missionaries were very much aware of
the REAL meaning of these verses. They were the initiated ones into this esoteric information .
This privileged information had to be kept from the uneducated African at all costs, because
according to Matthew 7:6 he, the Black man obtained the God-given right to kill the white man
who took the set-apart things anywhere else than to the twelve white tribes of Israel.
The most popular way these slithery theologians slip past these verses in any serious
conversation, is to claim that everything changed with the “resurrection of Jesus”. There is no
regard for the fact that if everything had changed, as they would like the Black man to believe,
God Himself as well as Jesus become liars.
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